


We are the first influencer marketing company in Georgia that specializes in campaigns on Instagram, Facebook and other social media 
channels, connecting brands with top social media influencers. 

Our Mission is to disrupt the Georgian advertisement market with innovative strategies and tailor-made products for our partners.

Who we are



INFLUENCER 

INFLUENCER MARKETING

“Individuals who have the power to affect purchase decisions of 
others because of their (real or perceived) authority, knowledge, 

position, or relationship. In consumer spending, members of a peer 
group or reference group act as influencers“

“Influencer marketing (also influence marketing) is a form of marketing 
in which focus is placed on specific key individuals (or types of 

individual) rather than the target market as a whole. It identifies the 
individuals that have influence over potential buyers, and orients 

marketing activities around these influencers”



Word of Mouth is the primary factor behind 20 to 50 percent of all purchasing decisions. Its influence is greatest when 
consumers are buying a product for the first time or when products are relatively expensive, factors that tend to make 

people conduct more research, seek more opinions, and deliberate longer than they otherwise would

The digital revolution has amplified and accelerated its reach to the point where word of mouth is no longer an act of intimate, one-on-
one communication. Today, it also operates on a one-to-many basis: product reviews are posted online and opinions disseminated 

through social networks



The sheer volume of information available today has dramatically 
altered the balance of power between companies and consumers. 
As consumers have become overloaded, they have become 
increasingly skeptical about traditional company-driven advertising 
and marketing and increasingly prefer to make purchasing decisions 
largely independent of what companies tell them about products



The Halo effect carries over to the brand the influencer 
creates content for.

Not so with display ads. People know that ads on the 
side rail of an influencers site are not associated or 

endorsed by the influencer so there is no halo

I WOULDN ’T BE IN BATUMI 
IF IT WASN ’T FOR HIM



Limitless Potential Value from Reuse 

You can fuel your brand’s entire social media pipeline by re-using influencer content. Influencer content can be more cost effective than an internal 
design team, with the added value of distribution to the influencers audience. Impressions After Study = More Sales , An additional 2x Impressions 

generated post campaign. We can assume they resulted in additional sales not accounted for in sales study window

Zero Additional Creation Costs 

Other studies in traditional digital advertising DO NOT include cost of 
content creation. With Influencer Marketing, the cost of content 

creation is included. 

Immune to Adblockers



According to the latest poll from influencer marketplace Tomoson

influencer marketing campaign generates a return of $6.50 for every $1 invested
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Appendices

Based on the same study, the average influencer marketing campaign generates a return of $6.50 for every $1 invested. 
70% earn more than a $2 return on every dollar, and 13% earn more than $19 on ever dollar invested. Only 18% of influencer 
campaigns break even or fail to generate a positive return, but from what I have seen this can usually be avoided with the right
planning and execution of an influencer marketing campaign.

http://www.business2community.com/online-marketing/roi-influencer-marketing-2-01787448#U1qGOB93XuKqwDJV.99
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